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α-Lipoic acid nanomicelles in solution and in contact lenses for 
diabetes-associated corneal diseases
Angel Concheiro, Fernando Alvarez-Rivera, Angela Varela-
Garcia, Carmen Alvarez-Lorenzo. Pharmacology, Pharmacy 
and Pharmaceutical Technology, Universidade de Santiago de 
Compostela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain.
Purpose: α-Lipoic acid (ALA) is a powerful antioxidant with 
valuable hypoglycaemic and corneal epithelium reparation properties. 
ALA is orally given for treatment of diabetic polyneuropathy, or 
as eye drops for corneal-conjunctival alterations associated to 
diabetic retinopathy. The aim of this work was to elucidate whether 
encapsulation of ALA in nanomicelles could enhance drug solubility 
and corneal permeability compared to eye drops, and whether the 
nanomicelles could be incorporated into contact lenses for sustained 
delivery.
Methods: Soluplus® nanomicelles (0.4-2.0 mM) were loaded 
with ALA by soaking in aqueous suspensions. Drug solubility, and 
stability of drug-loaded micelles against dilution and after filtration 
and freeze-drying were quantified spectrophotometrically. Ocular 
toxicity and corneal permeability were evaluated on chorio-allantoic 
membrane and bovine eyes according to HET-CAM and BCOP 
tests (n=3) using commercial eye drops as reference. Cumulative 
amounts of ALA in cornea and in receptor chamber were quantified 
using HPLC. Hydroxyethylmethacrylate-based hydrogels were 
synthesized and effects of incorporation of nanomicelles during and 
after polymerization on contact lens properties and drug release were 
evaluated.
Results: Soluplus® nanomicelles efficiently encapsulated ALA 
increasing more than 10-fold apparent solubility compared to 
commercial eye drops. ALA-loaded micelles behaved as non-
irritant and exhibited remarkably high physical stability against 
dilution, membrane sterilization, freeze-drying and reconstitution. 
Bovine corneal permeability tests carried out in vertical (Franz) 
diffusion cells revealed that the amounts of ALA that permeated 
into the cornea and that diffused towards the receptor medium were 
significantly larger for ALA-loaded nanomicelles (amount in cornea 
14-fold greater; flux of 143.5 µg/cm2h with tlag of 0.56 h) than for the 
commercial eye drops (flux of 44.5 µg/cm2h with tlag of 0.95 h). ALA-
loaded nanomicelles did not alter the properties of contact lenses.
Conclusions: Soluplus® nanomicelles can be pointed out as 
advantageous nanocarriers for ocular delivery of ALA in terms 
of enhanced drug flux through cornea and shorten lag time and 
feasibility of scale-up. Moreover, these nanocarriers could be used 
concomitantly with hydrogel contact lenses or incorporated into them 
without detrimental effects on the ocular properties of contact lenses.
Commercial Relationships: Angel Concheiro, None; 
Fernando Alvarez-Rivera, None; Angela Varela-Garcia, None; 
Carmen Alvarez-Lorenzo, None
Support: Work supported by the 2015 edition of the BBVA 
Foundation Grants for Researchers and Cultural Creators. The BBVA 
Foundation is not responsible for the opinions, comments and content 
included in the abstract, which are full and absolute responsibility of 
the authors.
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Aqueous Cyclosporin A Eye Drop Formulations with 
Cyclodextrin Nanoparticles
Sunna Johannsdottir1, Johannes K. Kristinsson2, 
Zoltán Fülöp1, 5, Gudrun M. Asgrimsdottir5, Einar Stefansson3, 4, 
Thorsteinn Loftsson1, 5. 1Faculty of Pharmaceutical Science, 
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland; 2Augljos eye clinic, 
Reykjavik, Iceland; 3Faculty of Medicine, University of Iceland, 
Reykjavik, Iceland; 4Department of Ophthalmology, National 
University Hospital, Reykjavik, Iceland; 5Oculis ehf, Reykjavik, 
Iceland.
Purpose: Cyclosporin A (CyA) is a lipophilic, cyclic polypeptide 
drug with anti-inflammatory, immunosuppressive properties. It 
is used in topical treatment of dry eyes and is now commercially 
available in oil-based surfactant containing eye drops. Surfactants can 
irritate the surface of the eye causing burning, itching and irritation 
of the conjunctiva, and oil-based drops can result in blurred vision. 
The aim of this study was to develop surfactant free aqueous 0.2% 
(w/v) CyA eye drops where the drug is present in an aqueous vehicle 
containing CyA/cyclodextrin (CyA/CD) nanoparticles
Methods: Phase-solubility studies of various CDs were performed. 
Five eye drop formulations were then prepared based on the 
solubility studies results. The CyA/CD aggregation in these 
formulations was studied using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and 
by solid drug fraction (SD). One formulation was selected and 3 
month toxicological study in 16 rabbits was performed, where 50 µl 
of eye drops were administered 1 or 2 times a day in the left eye of 
the rabbit. The right eyes was used as a comparison (control).
Results: The phase-solubility studies show that CDs have 
solubilizing effect on CyA, and the solubility increases with 
increasing CD concentrations in the aqueous media. αCD had the 
best solubilizing effect increasing the solubility of CyA to 0.2% (w/v) 
upon addition of 12.5% (w/v) αCD, and was therefore selected for 
further development. γCD was also tested further due to its superior 
ability to form nanoparticles and its favorable toxicological profile.
Five formulations were studied, all of them contained 12.5% (w/v) of 
αCD and various amounts of γCD (ranging from 0 – 12.5% w/v).
SD and DLS studies showed that the formulation with the highest 
γCD concentrations had the most uniform particle size, around  
670 nm. At lower γCD concentrations the particle size tends to 
be larger and micro size particles often appear. Therefore the 
formulation with 12.5% αCD and 12.5% γCD was selected for in 
vivo studies. The toxicological studies including clinical slit lamp 
examination and histology showed that the eye drops do not irritate 
the eyes in rabbits
Conclusions: These results show that by using a mixture of αCD 
and γCD we were able to develop surfactant free aqueous 0.2% 
(w/v) CyA eye drops where the drug is present in an aqueous vehicle 
containing CyA/CD nanoparticles. The eye drop does not cause 
ocular irritation in rabbits
Commercial Relationships: Sunna Johannsdottir, None; 
Johannes K. Kristinsson, None; Zoltán Fülöp, None; 
Gudrun M. Asgrimsdottir, None; Einar Stefansson, None; 
Thorsteinn Loftsson, None
Support: The University of Iceland Research Fund
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The effect of enhancing uptake of drug by Fusarium Solani using 
micelles as a vehicle
Junjie Zhang1, Jingguo Li1, Huiyun Xia1, Tianyang Zhou1, Susu Liu2, 
Siyu He3, Lei Han2, Liya Wang2. 1Dpt of Pharmaceutical Science, 
Henan Eye Institute, Henan Eye Hospital, Zhengzhou, China; 2Henan 
Eye Hospital, Henan Eye Institute, Zhengzhou, China; 3Henan Eye 
Hospital, Henan Eye Institute, Zhengzhou, China.
Purpose: 
To study the penetration of coumarin-6 (C-6) into Fusarium solani 
using micelles as a vehicle.
Methods: Fungal spores were collected after the cultured on 
potato-dextrose agar. C-6 was used a hydrophobic model drug and 
was entrapped into micelles by using solvent evaporation method 
(C-6-M). C-6 nanoparticle was prepared by recrystallization and 
used as a control (C-6-N). Both C-6-M and C-6-N were diluted 
using saline to 0.3%. C-6-M was added into the mixture of 
spores suspension and sugar-salt medium (7×106 spores/ml) as an 
experimental group. C-6-N was added the same concentration of 
spores’ mixture as a control group. Both experimental and control 
groups were incubated under 37°C. The mixtures were taken at 0, 
1, 6, 12 and 24 hours respectively, and observed under the confocal 
microscopy and recorded the pictures. The photos were conducted 
using imaris software. The fluorescent intensity was calculated in unit 
volume (FI/µm3). The data were compared by t-test at corresponding 
different time points.
Results: Fluorescence was appeared in the interior of spores or 
hyphae. The fluorescent intensity in the C-6-M (experimental group) 
was significantly higher than C-6-N (group) at different time points 
except at 0 and 24 h
Conclusions: Micelles as a vehicle significantly enhanced the 
hydrophobic model drug coumarin-6 to penetrate into the interior of 
Fusarium solani.
Commercial Relationships: Junjie Zhang, None; Jingguo Li; 
Huiyun Xia, None; Tianyang Zhou, None; Susu Liu, None; 
Siyu He, None; Lei Han, None; Liya Wang, None
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Tracking ocular retention of precorneal formulations using  
near-infrared dyes
Shengyan Liu1, Aya Tsugimatsu1, Chu-Ning Chang1, Huiyuan Liang2, 
Matthew-Mina Reyad2, Shelley Boyd2, Lyndon W. Jones3, Frank Gu1. 
1Chemical Engineering - Nanotechnology, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, ON, Canada; 2Department of Ophthalmology & Vision 
Science, Keenan Research Centre for Biomedical Science, St. 
Michael’s Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada; 3Optometry & Vision 
Sciences, Centre for Contact Lens Research, Waterloo, ON, Canada.
Purpose: There is much interest in developing new fluorescence 
tools for tracking precorneal activities. Fluorescein based dyes are 
often used to analyze precorneal retention of materials but they are 
unreliable due to photobleaching and the irritation caused by the 
method. We hypothesize that a near infrared (NIR) dye labeling 
method is ideal for tracking precorneal activities due to higher 
photostability and the invisibility of the NIR excitation beam.
Methods: We used a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope 
(cSLO) to detect dye-labelled materials on the precorneal surfaces 
of male NZW rabbits. We compared the retention between dextran 
and dextran modified with phenylboronic acid (PBA), a mucosal 
targeting ligand, by labelling them with either blue-light dyes such 
as fluorescein or Alexa Fluor 488 (AF), or with the NIR dye Cyanine 
7.5. One eye of each rabbit was administered a control formulation 

(dye-labelled dextran), while the contralateral eye was administered 
a PBA-modified dextran (dextran-PBA) labelled with the same dye 
(n = 3). Each eye was manually blinked 3x before capturing initial 
images (0 hr). Subsequent images were obtained at 3, 6, 9 and 24 hrs.
Results: NIR dye-labelled dextran-PBA showed improved retention 
at 3 hrs compared to the same dye-labelled dextran (p < 0.05) and 
continued to show visible ocular fluorescence for up to 24 hrs, 
demonstrating the mucoadhesive property of PBA ligands. However, 
both dextran and dextran-PBA labelled with blue-light dyes did 
not show any visible fluorescence on the rabbit eyes beyond 3 hrs, 
likely due to photobleaching. In addition, since fluorescein and AF 
require blue light for excitation, the animals were irritated by the 
high intensity blue light during imaging leading to behaviours such 
as flinching, squinting, blinking, which confounded the clearance 
of ocular formulations. In comparison, the NIR light goes largely 
undetected by the rabbits, eliminating this confound, maintaining 
normal blinking rates and providing more accurate ocular retention 
data for the formulation.
Conclusions: Photobleaching and irritation caused unreliable ocular 
retention results while using a blue fluorescent dye labeling method. 
We conclude that NIR dyes are ideal for ocular retention analysis 
of materials due to their higher physiological photostability and the 
invisibility of NIR excitation beam.
Commercial Relationships: Shengyan Liu, US 14/410,521 (P), US 
15/142,709 (P), US 13/923,274 (P); Aya Tsugimatsu, None;  
Chu-Ning Chang, None; Huiyuan Liang, None;  
Matthew-Mina Reyad, None; Shelley Boyd, None; 
Lyndon W. Jones, US 14/410,521 (P), US 15/142,709 (P), US 
13/923,274 (P); Frank Gu, US 14/410,521 (P), US 15/142,709 (P), 
US 13/923,274 (P)
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Reducing Dexamethasone intravitreal implant-related retinal 
injuries using a novel technique of intravitreal injection
Wayne Tie1, Stan Conston5, Ron Yamamoto5, Michael Jansen1, 
Sepehr Bahadorani1, Chelsey Krambeer3, Daniel Kermany4, 
Michael Singer2. 1Ophthalmology, University of Texas Health 
Sciences Center San Antonio, San Antonio, TX; 2Medical Center 
Ophthalmology Associates, San Antonio, TX; 3Texas Tech University 
Health Sciences Center, El Paso, TX; 4University of Texas, Austin, 
TX; 5Medterials Inc, San Carlos, CA.
Purpose: Dexamethasone intravitreal implant (Ozurdex) injections, 
while generally safe and efficacious, have been shown to cause 
vitreous hemorrhage and retinal injury during injection. In this 
experiment, by manipulating the injector using a new injection 
technique, the injection force of the Dexamethasone pellet is 
significantly reduced.
Methods: Six Dexamethasone (Dex) intravitreal implants were 
injected into an ex vivo water bath. Three Dex implant pellets were 
injected using rapid compression (within one second) of the actuator 
button, the Fast Injection group. Another three Dex implants were 
injected under the same conditions using a three-second technique to 
depress the actuator, the Slow Injection group.
The average velocity was measured using high speed photography 
(240 frames per second). Impact velocity was measured at a distance 
16 mm from the injector tip, representing the distance to the retina 
in a standard eye. Average acceleration was calculated using the 
difference between initial velocity and impact velocity. The impact 
force was calculated from the average pellet mass times the average 
acceleration.
Results: The average pellet mass of the implant was 1.179 mg. In 
the Fast Injection group, the mean impact velocity of the pellet was 
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273.3 +/- 20.8 cm/sec and the mean impact force was 0.74 +/- 0.08 
mN. In the Slow Injection group, the mean impact velocity was 21.7 
+/- 3.6 cm/sec and the mean impact force was 0.04 +/- 0.027 mN. 
There was a significant reduction in velocity (p<0.0001) and impact 
force (p<0.0002) in the Slow Injection group compared to the Fast 
Injection group.
Conclusions: By depressing the Dexamethasone intravitreal 
implant injector over a longer time interval, the impact velocity and 
impact force of the Dex implant pellet were reduced by >90%. This 
injection time was reliably controlled by using a novel injection 
method—rolling the ball of the thumb across and down from the top 
of the actuator button throughout the duration of three seconds. This 
technique should reduce future instances of retinal damage from 
Dexamethasone intravitreal implant injections.
Commercial Relationships: Wayne Tie, None; Stan Conston, 
None; Ron Yamamoto, None; Michael Jansen, None; 
Sepehr Bahadorani, None; Chelsey Krambeer, None; 
Daniel Kermany, None; Michael Singer, Allergan (F)

Program Number: 4446 Poster Board Number: B0059
Presentation Time: 11:00 AM–12:45 PM
Delivery of Dexamethasone from Novel Pentablock Copolymer-
Based Nanoformulation Promotes Prolonged Secretion of 
myocilin from Human Trabecular Meshwork Cells
Guorong Li1, Vibhuti Agrahari2, Vivek Agrahari2, Abhirup Mandal2, 
Ashim K. Mitra2, W Daniel Stamer1. 1Ophthalmology, Duke Eye 
Center, Durham, NC; 2University of Missouri - Kansas City, Kansas, 
MO.
Purpose: To examine the effect of dexamethasone-loaded 
nanoparticles (Dex.NPs) on secretion of myocilin from primary 
cultures of human trabecular meshwork (HTM) cells over time.
Methods: Dex.NPs were formulated by entrapping Dex in novel 
pentablock copolymers. Five confluent HTM cell strains isolated 
from five different individual human donor eyes were treated with 
one application of 1mg/ml Dex.NPs or control.NPs. Cells were 
treated with Dex (100 nM) for 4 weeks as a positive control. Cell 
culture supernatants were collected/replaced on day 2, and then once/
week with fresh media containing 1% FBS for 12 weeks. Myocilin 
content in the supernatant was monitored by Western blot, while cell 
viability and cytotoxicity were determined by WST-1 and LDH.
Results: Myocilin secretion from HTM cells increased during the 
first week of treatment with either 100 nM Dex (3.15±0.9-fold, 
p=0.023) or Dex.NPs (2.91±0.86-fold, p=0.048). Peak myocilin 
secretion occurred between weeks 3 and 6 for 100 nM Dex-treated 
cells (5-9-fold), compared to 4-6-fold increase for Dex.NPs cells. 
At week 7, myocilin levels dropped (<2-fold), and then were back 
to normal by week 8 in 100 nM Dex-treatment group. In contrast, 
myocilin secretion consistently stayed higher than 2-fold in Dex.NP 
group throughout the 12 week examination period. Additionally, none 
of Dex 100 nM, control.NP, or Dex.NP-treated cells showed signs of 
cytotoxicity to long-term treatment.
Conclusions: Our in vitro study showed that Dex.NPs have slow, 
steady, safe and long-term effects on secretion of myocilin from 
cultured HTM cells after a single treatment, validating usefulness of 
this novel NP preparation for drug delivery purposes.
Commercial Relationships: Guorong Li, None; Vibhuti Agrahari, 
None; Vivek Agrahari, None; Abhirup Mandal, None; 
Ashim K. Mitra, None; W Daniel Stamer, None
Support: BrightFocus Foundation (G2015100); National Institutes of 
Health grant R01EY09171 and R01EY010659.
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Biocompatibility and stability of doxycycline-terminable 
intraocular drug delivery cell-encapsulating device
Ken K. Tsang1, Francisca S.Y. Wong1, KM Yao2, Barbara P. Chan3, 
Amy C. Lo1, 4. 1Department of Ophthalmology, The University of 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 2Department of Biochemistry, 
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 3Tissue 
Engineering Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 4Research 
Center of Heart, Brain, Hormone and Healthy Aging, The University 
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
Purpose: There is currently limited option to deliver drug to the 
posterior eye. Cell-encapsulating hydrogel device provides a way of 
localized, sustained and freshly made therapeutics to the diseased site 
directly. We have previously developed an intravitreally injectable 
cell-encapsulating device made of collagen-alginate hydrogel and 
genetically modified cells with Tet-On termination system and 
sustained Glial-cell derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) secretion, 
which showed photoreceptor rescue in rat with inherited retinal 
degeneration. We previously tested for successful device termination 
after doxycycline(Dox) administration for 72 hours in vivo. Here, we 
also tested the long-term biocompatibility and mechanical stability of 
the device after prolonged implantation for 28 days.
Methods: Cell-encapsulating hydrogel device was implanted 
into healthy Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) rat intravitreally at 
postnatal Day 28. 1mg/ml Dox with 1% sucrose solution was given 
for 72 hours starting 5 days post-implantation with water as control. 
Rats were sacrificed at Day 8 and Day 28 post-implantation. The 
device was retrieved and examined with phase contrast microscopy. 
Dox-induced cell death in retrieved device was assayed by MTS 
cell viability assay, Live/Dead assay and TUNEL assay. Retina 
was collected for Haematoxylin & Eosin (H&E) staining for the 
assessment of retinal cytoarchitecture.
Results: Under phase contrast microscopy, healthy cell colonies were 
observed in non-Dox treated cell-encapsulating hydrogel devices at 
both Day 8 and Day 28 post implantation. Cell debris was observed 
in Dox treated groups regardless of the time of retrieval. MTS assay, 
Live/Dead assay and TUNEL assay demonstrated DNA fragments by 
apoptosis and no viable cells in Dox-treated group, while absence of 
apoptosis and viable cell colonies were evident in non-Dox treated 
group. Both time points showed similar results. H&E staining showed 
similar architectural histology of retina regardless of dox treatment 
and device implantation duration.
Conclusions: We have established a Dox-terminable intraocular drug 
delivery encapsulated-cell device with good biocompatibility and 
stability.
Commercial Relationships: Ken K. Tsang; Francisca S.Y. Wong, 
None; KM Yao, None; Barbara P. Chan, None; Amy C. Lo, None
Support: RGC General Research Fund HKU(773613M)
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Retro-ocular insertion of intrachoroidal dexamethasone implant 
for drug delivery system to posterior eye segment
Masatoshi Murata1, Atushi Sanbe2. 1Murata Eye Clinic, Morioka, 
Japan; 2Iwate Medical University, Yahaba, Japan.
Purpose: Dexamethasone(DEX) is widely used for the treatment 
of posterior segment eye diseases. However, it is difficult to deliver 
effective doses of DEX to the posterior eye segment for long periods. 
We have generated a simple procedure of retro-ocular implantation 
through sclera for the intrachoroidal DEX delivery. This procedure 
would be helpful to increase the DEX level in the posterior retina.
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Methods: 
An implant was prepared by dissolving poly(DL-lactide) and DEX. 
In vitro release of DEX was measured at 1, 7, and 21 days by ELISA. 
In vivo, 25G needle was shallowly stabbed the sclera and moved 
ahead in the choroid. After that, the implant in 25G needle, was 
inserted to the choroid by using an injector at 2 disc diameter inferior 
to the optic disc. After the implantation, the DEX level in the retina 
was determined at 1, 7, and 21 days by mass spectrometry. Possible 
adverse effects of the implant, were evaluated by ophthalmoscopy 
and light microscopy. Endotoxn-induced uveitis (EIU) was induced 
after DEX implantation, and anti-inflammatory activities were 
evaluated by histopathologic studies.
Results: 
The implant showed an initial burst within 24 hours, and then the 
DEX was gradually released at least for 3 weeks in vitro. In vivo, 
the intrachoroidal implant at 24 hours effectively delivered the DEX 
into the posterior retina. After that, this implant released the DEX 
constantly at least for 3 weeks. DEX implant showed no retinal 
abnormalities except the implantation site in ophthalmoscopy and 
light microscopy. The implant effectively prevented the retinal 
inflammation in EIU.
Conclusions: 
We have demonstrated a simple methodology of retro-ocular 
implantation through sclera for intrachoroidal sustained drug delivery 
system in posterior eye segment. This new drug delivery system may 
be useful in adjusting the most effective and minimum medication to 
individual patient. Furthermore, this procedure might be possible to 
insert a tube instead of the DEX implant.
Commercial Relationships: Masatoshi Murata, Murata Eye Clinic 
(P); Atushi Sanbe, None

Program Number: 4450 Poster Board Number: B0063
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Tissue Distribution of Orally Active Multifunctional Antioxidants 
in the Eye
Peter F. Kador1, 2, Theodor A. Woolman1, Damian M. Daszynski1, 
karen Blessing1, Haizhen A. Zhong3. 1Pharmaceutical Sci, Coll of 
Pharm, Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr, Omaha, NE; 2Ophthalmology, 
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE; 3Chemistry, 
University of Nebraska, Omaha, Omaha, NE.
Purpose: Determine the ocular distribution of orally administered 
multifunctional antioxidants (MFAOs) along with their 
monofunctional and parent analogs in the eyes of rats and determine 
whether the molecular attributes of these compounds can be 
correlated with their ocular distribution.
Methods: Twenty-four compounds consisting of 6 MFAOs, their 
monofunctional analogs and nonfunctional parent compounds were 
incorporated into standard rat chow (0.05%) and orally administered 
to Sprague Dawley rats. After 7 days of feeding, all rats were 
terminally perfused with PBS and their eyes removed and further 
dissected for drug level quantification of the cornea, iris/ciliary 
processes, lens, neural retina, and retinal pigment epithelium attached 
to the remaining posterior segment by HPLC-MS. Drug levels were 
correlated with molecular parameters calculated using Molecular 
Orbital Environment (MOE) which included atomic polarizabilities, 
molecular refractivity, logP, topological polar surface area, kappa 
shape indices, Balaban’s topological index, dipole moment, surface 
area, volume, shape, water accessible surface area, hydrophilic/
hydrophobic volume, polar volume, critical packing parameter, 
hydrophilic-lipophilic descriptors, water accessible surface area of 
all hydrophobic/polar atoms, and positive/negative charge weighted 
surface areas.

Results: Several correlations were observed between ocular drug 
concentrations versus calculated MOE molecular parameters. The 
HK-piperidine with R2 = methoxy and the HK-pyrrolidine with R2 
= hydrogen MFAOs were generally shown to accumulate in greater 
quantities relative to their parent and monofunctional analogs. The 
JHX-series with R2 = methoxy or hydrogen, the HK-piperidine 
with R2 = hydrogen, and the HK-pyrrolidine with R2 = methoxy 
showed greater accumulation of either free radical scavenger or 
metal chelator monofunctional analog compared to the parent or 
multifunctional analogs.
Conclusions: Results to date suggest that quantitative structure 
activity relation (QSAR) studies that correlate the ocular levels of 
MFAOs and their analogs with in silico MOE calculated molecular 
parameters have merit in helping us understand the distribution of 
these drugs in the eye.

Commercial Relationships: Peter F. Kador, DrugsforEyes, 
LLC (S), DrugsforEyes, LLC (I), DrugsforEyes, LLC (P); 
Theodor A. Woolman, None; Damian M. Daszynski, None; 
karen Blessing, None; Haizhen A. Zhong, None
Support: NIH Grant EY023679

Program Number: 4451 Poster Board Number: B0064
Presentation Time: 11:00 AM–12:45 PM
OCULAR DELIVERY OF MOXIFLOXACIN-LOADED 
LIPOSOMES
kaline S. ferreira1, Rodrigo P. Lira2, Nelise D. Lucena2, Bruna M. dos 
Santos2. 1Ophthalmology, Federal University of Pernambuco, Recife, 
Brazil; 2Ophthalmology, Federal University of Pernambuco, Recife, 
Brazil.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to study the release profile 
of moxifloxacin encapsulated in liposomes in the aqueous humor as a 
controlled release system for intracameral application
Methods: Liposomes containing moxifloxacin (MFLX-Lipo) 
were obtained using the lipid film hydration method and were 
characterized by particle size and encapsulation efficiency. Fifteen 
female rabbits were used for the in vivo profile release study. MFLX-
Lipo was injected into the anterior chamber of each animal’s right 
eye. The rabbits were divided into 5 groups, and a sample of aqueous 
humor (AH) was collected 2, 4, 8, 24, and 48 hours after MFLX-Lipo 
administration. Moxifloxacin (MFLX) concentrations in the AH were 
analyzed using high performance liquid chromatography.
Results: MFLX-Lipo exhibited an average size of 60.5 ± 0.72 nm 
and a particle size distribution of 0.307. The encapsulation efficiency 
of MFLX in liposomes was 92.24 ± 0.24%. In the in vivo release 
study of MFLX-Lipo, the maximum concentration of MFLX was 
achieved within the first 2 hours after administration (5.27 ± 1.09 mg/
mL) and was followed by a decrease in intracameral concentration 
(0.35 ± 0.05 mg/mL) until the 48-hour mark.
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Conclusions: The liposomal formulation obtained exhibits properties 
that make it suitable for administration via a topical ophthalmic route 
and offers stability and high encapsulation efficiency. In the in vivo 
study, MFLX-Lipo exhibited a satisfactory aqueous humor release 
profile, which suggests that it is an option for the prophylaxis of 
frequent endophthalmitis pathogens.

Commercial Relationships: kaline S. ferreira, None; 
Rodrigo P. Lira, None; Nelise D. Lucena, None; Bruna M. dos 
Santos, None
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In vitro in vivo correlation of dexamethasone TIPS particles
Sahar Awwad1, 2, Richard M. Day3, Peng T. Khaw2, Hala Fadda4, 
Steve Brocchini1, 2. 1UCL, The School of Pharmacy, London, United 
Kingdom; 2National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical 
Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 
and UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, London, United Kingdom; 
3UCL Division of Medicine, London, United Kingdom; 4Department 
of Pharmaceutical Sciences, College of Pharmacy and Health 
Sciences, Butler University, Indianapolis, IN.
Purpose: Corticosteroids are often administered to the posterior 
segment of the eye via intravitreal (IVT) injections. However, due 
to their short half-life (t1/2) of 3-7 hours, repeated injections are 
necessary to maintain a therapeutic dose over intermediate time 
periods (e.g. 1-2 weeks). There has been much effort to extend the 
ocular residence time of steroids and other drugs by formulating 
them into polymeric implants and devices to achieve a prolonged and 
sustained release profile. We have designed dexamethasone poly-
DL-lactide-co-glycolide (PLGA) microparticles to provide sustained 
release after IVT administration and to predict their in vivo t1/2 using 
an in vitro ocular dissolution model (PK-Eye).
Methods: Dexamethasone-loaded (0.2 mg) PLGA microparticles 
were fabricated using a thermally induced phase separation 
(TIPS) and lyophilisation method. The release profile of the TIPS 
microparticles was evaluated using the proprietary PK-Eye, a two-
compartment model that simulates aqueous outflow to estimate drug 
clearance time from the ocular posterior cavity. Drug release was 
investigated in both PBS with pH 7.4 and simulated vitreous, which 
mimic vitrectomised and non-vitrectomised eyes respectively.
Results: Dexamethasone TIPS microparticles were successfully 
developed and shown to provide sustained in vitro drug release. 
The particles showed an in vitro t1/2 of 1.0 ± 0.1 days in PBS and 

9.6 ± 0.3 days in simulated vitreous. In vivo t1/2 was then predicted 
using in vitro drug release and retinal permeability data. Predicted in 
vivo t1/2 was determined to be 48 hours, almost 9 times longer than 
that reported for dexamethasone suspension. This approach was 
validated with in vitro drug profiles and published in vivo data for 
triamcinolone acetonide and dexamethasone suspensions. In vitro 
in vivo correlations (IVIVC) for intraocular clearance times were 
successfully achieved using this approach.
Conclusions: Dexamethasone-PLGA TIPS microparticles provide 
sustained drug delivery of intermediate duration which is useful for 
acute ocular conditions of the posterior segment. Integrating drug 
permeation across the retinal choroid sclera (RCS) pathway with 
anterior aqueous outflow from the PK-Eye allows the in vivo drug 
clearance of suspensions and implants from the vitreous compartment 
to be predicted.
Commercial Relationships: Sahar Awwad, None; Richard M. 
Day, None; Peng T. Khaw, None; Hala Fadda, None; 
Steve Brocchini, None
Support: National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical 
Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust and UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, Moorfields Special 
Trustees, the Helen Hamlyn Trust (in memory of Paul Hamlyn), 
Medical Research Council, Fight for Sight and the Michael and 
Ilse Katz foundation; UCL Overseas Research Student Fund and 
UCL Comprehensive Biomedical Research Centre. The research 
was also undertaken at UCL/UCLH which receives funding from 
the Department of Health’s NIHR as a Comprehensive Biomedical 
Research Centre.
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A Novel Perfusion System for Predicting Intraocular Ocular 
Drug Disposition In The Human Eye
Jeremy M. Sivak1, 2, Darren Chan1, Gah-Jone Won1, 2, 
Evan A. Thackaberry3, Vladimir Bantseev3. 1Vision Sciences, Krembil 
Research Institute, University Health Network, Toronto, ON, Canada; 
2Vision Science & Ophthalmology, University Of Toronto, Toronto, 
ON, Canada; 3Safety Assessment, Genentech Inc., San Francisco, 
CA.
Purpose: Intraocular drug delivery holds immense promise as a 
powerful platform for retinal therapeutics. However, preclinical 
predictions for the disposition of drugs or formulations in the human 
eye has remained extremely challenging. This difficulty is largely due 
to critical differences in anatomy and physiology between human and 
common animal models, and sampling limitations in the clinic. There 
are currently no established in vitro or ex vivo methods to generate 
relevant scaling data between preclinical models and human eyes. 
To address this critical problem, we have developed an organotypic 
Drug Ocular Perfusion System (DOPS) as a tool to rapidly assess 
distribution of intraocular drugs.
Methods: In healthy eyes a careful physiological balance is 
established between fluid production and outflow, which generates 
convection currents and maintains intraocular pressure. Our system 
is adapted from models to carefully mimic this homeostatic balance 
in organotypic human, or porcine surrogate, eye perfusion cultures. 
System integrity was monitored by continuous measurement of 
physiological fluid outflow facility. Temperature, pH, and fluid 
flow were tested, and retinal tissue viability was assessed by 
immunofluorescence microscopy. Distribution of intravitreally 
injected fluorescent nanoparticles was then evaluated.
Results: The DOPS system was able to maintain and monitor 
physiological outflow and stable intraocular pressure for at least 
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8 hours. A physiological anterior-posterior temperature gradient 
was established, which contributes to fluid convection, and pH was 
maintained. Fluorescein studies indicate anatomical barriers remain 
in place, and appropriate retinal tissue markers remain detectable by 
immunofluorescent microscopy. Distribution of intravitreally injected 
fluorescent nanoparticles were characterized in human and porcine 
eyes.
Conclusions: With further optimization the DOPS system has the 
potential to dramatically increase the pace of ocular drug discovery 
by facilitating testing and prediction of drug disposition in the clinic.
Commercial Relationships: Jeremy M. Sivak; Darren Chan, 
Genentech Inc. (F); Gah-Jone Won, Genentech Inc. (F); 
Evan A. Thackaberry, Genentech Inc. (E); Vladimir Bantseev, 
Genentech Inc. (E)
Support: Genentech Inc.
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Dual drug-loaded porous silicon particles to provide controlled 
drug release for chronic retinal diseases
Lingyun Cheng1, David Warther2, Fangting Li1, Yuqin Wang1, 
Kristyn Huffman1, William R. Freeman1, Michael Sailor2. 1Jacobs 
Retina Center/Shiley Eye Institute, University of California, San 
Diego, La Jolla, CA; 2Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, 
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA.
Purpose: Most chorioretinal eye diseases are difficult to treat due 
to their chronic course and repeated occurrences. In addition, the 
pathophysiology is often multifaceted and combination therapy is 
necessary. The current study aims to load two therapeutic small 
molecules onto the same micron-sized porous silicon (pSi) particle 
which allows the simultaneous controlled release of two drugs once 
the system is delivered to the disease site.
Methods: pSi particles were fabricated by electrochemical etching 
of a silicon substrate. The resultant micro-sized pSi particles are 
imparted with nanometer scaled pores for drug loading. After thermal 
oxidation (800°C for 2 hours), the particles were grafted with amines 
via a reaction with aminopropyltriethoxysilane. Subsequently, 
carboxylic acid was introduced to the NH2 groups through a reaction 
with succinic anhydride. Daunorubicin and dexamethasone were 
covalently loaded onto the pSi pore surface by binding to COOH/
NH2 or COOH/OH. The dual drug-loaded pSi particles were 
subjected to thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for determination 
of drug loading before a release study. The daunorubicin and 
dexamethasone in vitro release levels were quantitated by HPLC/MS/
MS.
Results: The fabricated pSi particles had a size distribution between 
20 µm and 40 µm, and a pore size distribution between 10 and 15 nm. 
TGA revealed that the loading rate was 5% for dexamethasone and 
4% for daunorubicin by weight. The in vitro release demonstrated 
a sustained release of both drugs simultaneously for over 2 months 
at therapeutic concentrations (Fig1). The pharmacokinetic analysis 
demonstrated that half-life for Dex was 6.2 days and 26.6 days for 
DNR, otherwise the half-life of these small molecules is within a 
few hours. The ratio of Dex to DNR was linearly decay over the time 
course though Dex concentration was constantly higher.
Conclusions: It is feasible to load two drugs into properly 
functionalized pSi particles for controlled release and synergistic 
pharmacological effect. This system may be very useful to treat 
chronic chorioretinal diseases.

Fig.1. Dexamethasone (Dex) and Daunorubicin (DNR) loaded porous 
silicon particles In Vitro release curves. The left Y axis is for DNR 
and the right Y axis is for Dex.
Commercial Relationships: Lingyun Cheng, None; 
David Warther, None; Fangting Li, None; Yuqin Wang, 
None; Kristyn Huffman, None; William R. Freeman, None; 
Michael Sailor, None
Support: NIH EY020617; NIH P30EY022589
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SUSTAINED INTRACAMERAL DRUG DELIVERY USING 
CROSS-LINKED HYALURONIC ACID
Richard A. Eiferman1, Dale P. DeVore2. 1Ophthalmology, University 
of Louisville, Louisville, KY; 2DV Consulting, Chelmsford, MA.
Purpose: While intracameral antibiotic injections have been 
advocated as prophylaxis against endophthalmitis, they are quickly 
diluted by fresh aqueous humor as well as lost via outflow through 
the trabecular meshwork. We have devised a unique method to cross-
link hyaluronic acid that traps antibiotic in a “molecular cage”. This 
provides a biodegradable slow release delivery system that delivers 
moxifloxacin at bacteriocidal levels for over 72 hours
Methods: Hyaluronic acid is cross-linked by a novel process and 1 
mg of fluoroscein tagged moxifloxacin is added. This immediately 
forms a small viscoelastic droplet which contains the antibiotic. An 
artifical anterior chamber with a voluime of 500ul was constructed 
with two ports. Normal saline was added @ 2.5ul/min using an 
infusion pump and the fluid was collected from the other port. 
Aliquots are withdrawn at 1, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours. The studies 
were done in triplicate. Moxifloxacin levels were measured in a 
fluorometer at each time point.
Results: The cross-linked hyaluronic acid containing moxifloxacin 
slowly hydrolyzed releasing the antibiotic. At one hour, the 
moxifloxacin measured 525 ug. At 6 and 12 hours, the moxifloxacin 
averaged >300 ug. At 24 hours, the moxifloxacin averaged >150 
ug; at 48 hours, themoxifloxacin levels averaged 100 ug and at 72 
hours, the vancomycin levels averaged 50ug. At all time points, the 
antibiotic was above bacteriocidal levels for most pathogens
Conclusions: The use of cross-linked hyaluronic acid can provide a 
sustained release of medication. When placed in the anterior chamber, 
this method may eliminate the need for patients to self administer 
post operative antibiotic eye drops
Commercial Relationships: Richard A. Eiferman, DV Consulting 
(P); Dale P. DeVore, DV Consulting (P)
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Validation of Novel Standard Units for Drug Availability Across 
the Vitreoretinal Interface and Standardization of Interspecies 
Dose Adjustments
Muhammad Abdulrazik. Innovative Therapeutic Algorithms, East 
Jerusalem Biomedical Institute, East Jerusalem, Palestine, State of.
Purpose: Preclinical studies for the development of new intravitreal 
pharmaceutical interventions are done on eyes of different species 
with significant variability in vitreous volume, surface area of the 
vitreoretinal interface, and the mass of the retina. This study aims at 
validating a standardizing model for enhanced credibility of carrying 
forward experimental knowledge on intravitreal pharmaceutical 
technologies from one species to another.
Methods: Following the administration of single 50 µl topical dose 
of dexamethasone-base 0.1% to the cul-de-sac of one eye of an albino 
rabbit, dexamethasone was determined in the vitreous cavity and the 
retina of treated and contralateral eyes at 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, and 360 
min. post dosing (n=4 at each time point).
Drug availability standard units for the vitreous (SDU_V) and the 
retina (SDU_R) were calculated as follows:
SDU_V = [TVD/VV]x[1/RSA]
SDU_R = [RDC]x[TRM]x[1/RSA]
The predicted retinal concentration:
[RDC] = [F]x[TVD]x[RSA/10]x[1/VV]x[1/TRM]
Wherein TVD is the total amount of drug in vitreous cavity (not 
including drug still bond to an intravitreal drug delivery system/
IDDS) following direct intravitreal administration, release from 
IDDS, or drug administration outside of vitreous cavity. VV is the 
volume of vitreous cavity (ml), RSA is the surface area of retina 
(square cm), RDC is the retinal drug concentration (per gr), TRM 
is the total retinal mass (gr), and F is the predicted impedance to 
drug penetration at the vitreoretinal interface. Pearson correlation 
coefficients (PCC) were calculated for pairs of SDU_V and SDU_R 
at each of the six time points.
Results: Strong positive correlation was evidenced between 
SDU_V and SDU_R for anterior retina (PCC= 0.9187, p < 0.01) 
and posterior retina (PCC= 0.9843, p < 0.001) of treated eyes, but 
not in contralateral eyes. The predicted Intravitreal dexamethasone 
dose needed to achieve retinal concentration of 100 ng/gr will be 
100, 30, 20, and 1 ng for human, macaca mulatta, rabbit, and rat eye 
respectively.
Conclusions: The proposed model allows for a planned drug 
availability profile in the vitreous compartment with predictable drug 
levels in adjacent target tissues, while being able to carry forward 
the previously gained knowledge from experimentations on different 
species. The model should be tested in ocular PK’s involving 
molecules other than dexamethasone.
Commercial Relationships: Muhammad Abdulrazik, None
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Nonclinical Development of An Intravitreal Extended Release 
Implant for the Treatment of Diabetic Macular Edema
Stuart Williams, Rozemarijn S. Verhoeven, Dustin Melton, 
Janet Tully, Sanjib Das, RiLee Robeson, Andres Garcia, Mari Yang, 
Benjamin R. Yerxa. Envisia Therapeutics, Raleigh, NC.
Purpose: Diabetic macular edema (DME) is a leading cause of vision 
loss. Corticosteroid use in DME patients is effective but has been 
limited by available treatments. An extended release biodegradable 
IVT implant, which delivers a decreased dose of dexamethasone in 
a linear manner over approximately 6 months while still achieving 

efficacy, could reduce cataract and IOP elevation rates associated 
with current therapies.
Methods: ENV1105 was designed for intravitreal delivery 
using novel nano and microparticle PRINT technology to 
release dexamethasone with a near zero-order release rate over 
approximately 6 months. Drug content and in-vitro release were 
measured by RP-HPLC. In vitro release rates were measured at 37C 
in 1X PBS, pH 7.4 with 0.1% triton X-100. Pharmacokinetics and 
tolerability of ENV1105 or Ozurdex were assessed in the albino 
rabbit for up to 3 months post-dose. Ocular matrices, remaining 
implants, and plasma were processed and analyzed by LC-MS/MS, 
and rabbits were examined via slit lamp biomicroscopy and indirect 
ophthalmoscopy.
Results: Extended release dexamethasone implants were fabricated 
with a high degree of mass and drug content uniformity and a low 
degree of implant to implant variability in drug release. In vitro 
data demonstrated a near zero-order release rate up to 6 months. For 
ENV1105, therapeutically relevant dexamethasone concentrations 
were present in target tissues of retina, choroid, and vitreous at all 
time points studied, while anterior and systemic exposure was not 
quantifiable. Posterior segment tissue concentrations following 
Ozurdex administration were generally not quantifiable at Month 3, 
and dexamethasone was quantifiable in aqueous humor and plasma 
through Month 1.
Conclusions: ENV1105 was developed with uniform size, shape, 
dose content, and a dexamethasone release profile of over 6 months. 
Intravitreal administration of a dose sparing, uniformly releasing 
dexamethasone implant produced extended delivery to the posterior 
target tissues with no quantifiable anterior or systemic exposure 
and excellent ocular tolerability, and may thus decrease the risk of 
adverse effects.
Commercial Relationships: Stuart Williams, Envisia 
Therapeutics (E); Rozemarijn S. Verhoeven, Envisia Therapeutics 
(E); Dustin Melton, Envisia Therapeutics (E); Janet Tully, 
Envisia Therapeutics (E); Sanjib Das, Envisia Therapeutics 
(E); RiLee Robeson, Envisia Therapeutics (E); Andres Garcia, 
Envisia Therapeutics (E); Mari Yang, Envisia Therapeutics (E); 
Benjamin R. Yerxa, Envisia Therapeutics (E)
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In vitro Sustained Release of Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors from 
Biodegradable PRINT Implants
Melissa Sandahl, Kwadwo Caesar, Janet Tully, Mari Yang, 
Stuart Williams, Rhett M. Schiffman, Benjamin R. Yerxa. Envisia 
Therapeutics, Inc, Durham, NC.
Purpose: Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) are small molecules 
that have been found to inhibit angiogenesis through multiple 
targets. Recently TKIs have been under investigation to treat ocular 
conditions including macular degeneration. Drug delivery of TKI’s 
to the back of the eye is a challenge as (1) eye drop formulations do 
not allow for penetration into the target tissues and (2) IVT injections 
result in fast clearance of the small molecule API and clouding of the 
vitreous for crystalline suspensions. Here we demonstrate in vitro 
sustained release of TKIs using biodegradable implants designed for 
intravitreal delivery. TKIs can vary in chemical structure, potency, 
activity, melting point, and solubility; using PRINT, we can select 
tunable characteristics including implant size, shape, dose, release 
rate, and degradation rate to provide multiple month sustained release 
of several different TKIs.
Methods: Specific size and shape biodegradable PLGA/PLA 
implants were fabricated with controlled loadings of a TKI using 
proprietary PRINT technology. Implants were analyzed for 
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morphology by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and for TKI 
content by HPLC. In vitro release was monitored in 1X PBS, pH 7.4 
with 1% Tween 80 at 37°C and analyzed by RP-HPLC.
Results: Biodegradable PLGA/PLA PRINT implants were fabricated 
with a high degree of mass uniformity and TKI content. SEM 
analysis showed uniform, controlled shape and size implants. Tunable 
and sustained release of several different TKIs was demonstrated in 
vitro lasting from two months up to six months or longer.
Conclusions: PRINT technology allows for the fabrication of fully 
biodegradable intraocular implants with uniform size, shape and 
dose. Here we show TKI compatibility with PRINT implants. We 
demonstrate the ability to tune the release of various TKI’s over 
several months in vitro.
Commercial Relationships: Melissa Sandahl, Envisia Therapeutics 
(E); Kwadwo Caesar, Envisia Therapeutics (E); Janet Tully, 
Envisia Therapeutics (E); Mari Yang, Envisia Therapeutics (E); 
Stuart Williams, Envisia Therapeutics (E); Rhett M. Schiffman, 
Envisia Therapeutics (E); Benjamin R. Yerxa, Envisia Therapeutics 
(E)
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Physicochemical characterization of Tobradex and Tobradex ST 
under physiological conditions
Stephanie Choi, Peter Petrochenko, Yong Wu, Darby Kozak, 
Jiwen Zheng. Food and Drug Administration, Silver Spring, MD.
Purpose: pH responsive viscosity modulation of ophthalmic 
suspensions using polysaccharides may improve drug availability 
in the eye by retaining the suspended particulates for longer times, 
but creates complexity for robust physicochemical characterization 
of generic analogues. We tested Tobradex and Tobradex ST using 
different polysaccharide viscosity modifiers at physiological 
conditions in a dynamic setting with simulated tear fluid and 
characterized their respective particle size distributions to determine 
the effect of pH on their physicochemical properties.
Methods: Simulated tear fluid and phosphate buffered saline were 
prepared and used as dispersants for viscosity and size measurements. 
Dispersants were buffered to simulate the pH of the eye. A cone-
and-plate geometry was used to obtain full rheological profiles of the 
drug formulations at different dilutions, pH values, and shear rates. 
Particle size measurement was performed at both sink and non-
sink conditions using light scattering and diffraction instruments to 
evaluate changes in particle size upon dilution. Optical and electron 
microscopy was performed to confirm results and evaluate particle 
morphology.
Results: Formulations containing hydroxyethyl cellulose retained 
a Newtonian viscosity and overall viscosity decreased when diluted 
with aqueous dispersants. Xanthan gum imparted a much higher 
stock viscosity by weight along with a clearly detectable shear 
thinning response of the stock solution. When the product containing 
xanthan gum came in contact with tear fluid (pH 7.4), the viscosity 
increased over 5 times (at 1:2 parts dilution with tear fluid). Different 
particle sizing methods and sample preparation methods yielded 
varying results for particle size of both formulations. Diluted 
suspensions were susceptible to a gradual decrease in size during 
measurements. Microscopy confirmed particle sizing results and 
revealed morphological differences.
Conclusions: Xanthan gum was theorized to form a bond with 
tobramycin, possibly reducing bulk viscosity to a lower value 
than an equivalent aqueous solution of xanthan gum, an effect 
that was reversed upon dilution and a change in pH. An additional 
consequence of dilution is a decrease in particle size which requires 
modification of sizing technique and dispersant.

Commercial Relationships: Stephanie Choi; Peter Petrochenko, 
None; Yong Wu, None; Darby Kozak, None; Jiwen Zheng, None
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How to deliver preservative-free eye drops in a multidose system 
with a safer alternative to filters?
Lilia PETIT BEN SAIDANE. NEMERA, LA VERPILLIERE, France.
Purpose: About 80% of the ophthalmic packaging market is taken 
by multidose eyedroppers requiring preservatives to avoid bacterial 
contamination. The use of preservatives can cause allergies or ocular 
irritation, damaging patients’ eyes.
Patients needed a convenient and affordable way to avoid drugs 
with preservatives that jeopardize compliance. More than half of the 
commercially available bottles designed for multi-dose preservative-
free eye drops rely on a filtering system to filter both the solution and 
air to stop the entry of bacteria.
0.22 µm sterile filters are industry standards, and a lot of research has 
been carried out that challenge their effectiveness as bacterial filters.
Nemera’s objective was to come up with a safe preservative-free 
multidose system without using any sterile filters, Novelia®

Methods: Nemera developed a patented venting technology 
(PureFlow®) that filters the intake of air using a very fine membrane 
manufactured from silicone polymer.
The silicone membrane is a solid material and doesn’t contain any 
holes unlike the mesh filters. The principle of PureFlow® technology 
is that air diffuses through the membrane in order to enter the bottle 
and to compensate the negative pressure inside the bottle.
The diffusion of gas molecules in the silicone membrane is a slow 
process in which the gas molecules migrate from free volume to free 
volume (permeability process). Therefore PureFlow® technology 
isolates the solution from the environment and maintains its sterility
Results: The preservative-free multidose system passed with success 
difficult challenge tests simulating 28 days, 90 days and up to 1-year 
of treatments in normal or misuse conditions and with different bulks.
Other specific tests have also been designed and conducted on this 
new venting technology to prove that the air venting system functions 
well and protects the content from potential contamination
Conclusions: A non-return valve combined with a silicone membrane 
venting system demonstrates how intelligent design can be used 
to prevent the entry of bacteria into a bottle, making it possible to 
deliver safe, preservative-free eye drops.
Thanks to the PureFlow® technology, Novelia® is the only 
preservative-free multidose eyedropper for which all the critical 
components linked to the sterility of the device are 100% controlled 
on line by air testing, ensuring that each single device released is safe 
to use by patients.
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Commercial Relationships: Lilia PETIT BEN SAIDANE, 
NEMERA (P)

Program Number: 4461 Poster Board Number: B0074
Presentation Time: 11:00 AM–12:45 PM
Factors associated with variability of delivered volume during 
standard intravitreal injection
Luis A. Gonzalez, Thomas R. Friberg. Ophthalmology, University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center, Pittsburgh, PA.
Purpose: To evaluate variables associated with differences in volume 
delivered during intravitreal injections with different syringe and 
needle combinations.
Methods: Ten weight measurements of four different empty 1-ml 
syringe-needle combinations [Tuberculin(Tb)/30G½, Tb/32G½, 
Luer-Lock(LL)/ 30G½, LL/32G½] were obtained with a Mettler 
AM50 scale. Residual volume (RV) was determined by weight by 
first aspirating and priming sterile water to the 0.05cc mark of the 
syringe (initial volume - IV) and then emptying the contents with the 
plunger. Delivered volume (DV) was calculated by the difference 
between the IV and RV. Syringes and needles were also weighed 
separately. Statistical analysis was performed with nonparametric 
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests.
Results: We found significant differences in the initial and residual 
volumes, but no significant difference in the total delivered volume 
(DV) (Tb/30G.058±.007, Tb/32G .057±.003, LL/30G .056±.004, 
LL/32G .057±.004, p=.79) between the four syringe/needle 
compounds. A RV in filtered loading needles was not measurable. 
RV between 30G ½ and 32G ½ needles was statistically significant 
different (.028±.006 vs .0184±.008, p<.01), and no difference 
between the Tb and LL syringes was noted (.047±.006 vs .046±.007, 
p=.43). Further analysis showed a significant larger IV and RV with 
the 30G needle vs the 32G needle (0.137±.006 vs .124±.004, <.001 
and .028±.006 vs .018±.008, <.01). These differences held true 
when volumes were measured in the needle separately or as part of a 
syringe/needle compound (regardless of type of syringe).
Conclusions: To improve cost efficiency of intravitreal injections, 
new alternative techniques for reducing drug wastage have been 
studied. Standardizing the steps of intravitreal injection preparation 

(e.g., loading drug, switching needles, priming) may decrease 
medication wastage. Our results suggest that the use of smaller 
gauge needles decreases the amount of medication needed to attain 
the target delivered volume. Preloaded syringe/needle compounds 
would decrease medication wastage by eliminating steps needed to 
prepare the injections (i.e., loading needles). In clinical practice, the 
authors have also noted dripping of the anti-VEGF out of needles 
prior to injection. We are evaluating whether drug viscosity, needle 
capillarity, syringe/needle compound pressures are contributing 
factors to injection volume variability.
Commercial Relationships: Luis A. Gonzalez, None; 
Thomas R. Friberg, None
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Study on suppression of oxidative stress markers by free type or 
ester type lutein
Akihiro Ohira, Katsunori Hara, Yasuyuki Takai. Ophthalmology, 
Shimane University, Izumo, Japan.
Purpose: To examine whether either free lutein or lutein esters 
supplementation affects macular pigment optical density and 
oxidative biomarkers.
Methods: Subject: The study protocol was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Shimane University and written informed consent was 
obtained from all subjects.
Twenty healthy subjects were recruited into this prospective, 
randomized, double-blind comparative study.
Methods: MPOD levels were measured by resonance Raman 
spectroscopy.
The serum lutein concentrations and MPOD levels were measured at 
baseline, 3 and 6 months after the start of supplementation.
Serum levels of lipid peroxides, ferric-reducing activity, and thiol 
antioxidant activity were measured using the diacron reactive oxygen 
metabolite (dROM), biological antioxidant potential (BAP), and 
sulfhydryl (SH) tests, respectively, using a free-radical analyzer. 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used in the study.
Results: In the macular pigment optical density (MPOD) levels, 
3 months after the start of supplementation, the MPOD levels 
increased in both groups compared with baseline. After the end of 
supplementation, the MPOD levels remained elevated in both groups. 
In serum lutein concentration, at 3 months, the rate was 89% in the 
free lutein group and 97% in the lutein esters group, but there was no 
significant difference between the two groups. Compared with the 3rd 
month and 6th month, the ester type decreased significantly.
In BAP test, there is statistically significant difference between 
the baseline and after 6 months in free lutein type. There is no 
statistically significant difference any points the ester group.
In d-ROM test, there is no statistically significant difference any 
points the both group.
Conclusions: The MPOD levels at 6 months were higher than at 
3 months in both supplement groups, although the serum lutein 
concentrations decreased.
Although the mechanism of the result of SH and BAP tests is not 
known yet, lutein oral administration suppresses oxidative stress.
Commercial Relationships: Akihiro Ohira, None; 
Katsunori Hara, None; Yasuyuki Takai, None
Support: a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research C from The Ministry 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
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miRNAs in vitreous humor of patients affected by Idiopathic 
Epiretinal Membrane and Macular Hole
Livio Giulio Marco Franco, Matteo R. Fallico, Vincenza Bonfiglio, 
Michele Reibaldi, Antonio Longo, Caterina Gagliano, 
Teresio Avitabile, Andrea Russo. Institute of Ophthalmology, 
University of Catania, Catania, Italy.
Purpose: The aim of the present study was to assess the expression 
of miRNAs in the Vitreous Humor (VH) of patients with Macular 
Hole (MH) and Epiretinal Membrane (ERM) compared to an 
unaffected control (UC) group.
Methods: In this prospective, comparative study, 2-ml of VH was 
extracted from the core of the vitreous chamber in consecutive 
patients that underwent standard vitrectomy for ERM and MH. 
RNA was extracted and TaqMan Low Density Arrays (TLDAs) was 
performed to profile the transcriptome of 754 miRNAs. Results were 
validated by single TaqMan assays. Finally we created a biological 
network of differentially expressed miRNA targets and their nearest 
neighbours.
Results: Overall 10 eyes with MH, 16 eyes with idiopathic ERM and 
6 UC were enrolled in the study. Profiling data identified 5 miRNAs 
differentially expressed in patients affected by vitreoretinal diseases 
(MH + ERM) with respect to UC. Four were downregulated (miR-
19b, miR-24, miR-155, miR-451) and 1 was upregulated (miR-29a); 
TaqMan assays in VH of patients affected by MH and ERM with 
respect to UCs showed that the most differentially expressed were 
miR-19b (FC -9.13, p:<0.00004), mir-24 (FC -7.52, p:<0.004) and 
miR-142-3p (FC -5.32, p:<0.011) in VH of pathological patients 
with respect UCs. Our network data showed that deregulation of 
differentially expressed miRNAs, induces alteration of several 
pathways associated to gene involved in vitreoretinal diseases.
Conclusions: The present study suggests that disregulation of miR-
19b, miR-24 and miR-142-3p, might be related to the alterations that 
characterize patients affected by MH and ERM.
Commercial Relationships: Livio Giulio Marco Franco; 
Matteo R. Fallico, None; Vincenza Bonfiglio, None; 
Michele Reibaldi, None; Antonio Longo, None; 
Caterina Gagliano, None; Teresio Avitabile, None; Andrea Russo, 
None
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Biodegradable injectable sheet as transscleral drug delivery 
system
Nobuhiro Nagai1, Zhaleh K. Nezhad1, Saaya Saijo1, Hirokazu Kaji2, 
Matsuhiko Nishizawa2, Toru Nakazawa1, Toshiaki Abe1. 1Graduate 
School of Medicine, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan; 2Graduate 
School of Engineering, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan.
Purpose: To evaluate the in vitro and in vivo drug release of a 
biodegradable injectable sheet made of cross-linked chitosan and 
gelatin mixture.
Methods: Gelatin and chitosan were solved in water and 1% acetic 
acid at concentrations of 5 wt% and 2.5 wt%, respectively. Then, 
5 wt% gelatin and 2.5 wt% chitosan was mixed at the ratio of 3 : 2 
(vol). The drug was mixed with the 3 wt% gelatin/1 wt% chitosan 
mixture. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), FITC-labeled dextran 
150 kDa (FD150), and FITC-labeled albumin (FITC-ALB) were 
used as drugs. Immedeately after adding water soluble carbodiimide 
in the gelatin/chitosan/drug mixture at final concentration of 10 
mg/mL, 3 µL of the mixture was cast in the polydimethylsilane 
(PDMS) mold (internal diameter; 2.76 mm, depth; 0.5 mm). Then, 
the cross-linked gels were dried for 1 hour at room temperutere 

to make flexible sheets. The sheets were incubated in phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) at 37 degrees C. The drug concentration in 
PBS were measured spectrofluorometrically. The sheets were placed 
on the sclerae of rats and cryo-sections of the eyes were observed by 
fluorescent microscope. HE staining was conducetd to evaluate the 
biodegradation of the sheets.
Results: Drug release from the sheets was confirmed in vitro for  
4 weeks. The sheet can be ejected from 21 G needle with 1 mL 
syringe. Fluorescence of released FITC, FD150, and FITC-ALB was 
detected in the sclera, choroid, and retinal pigment epithelium for 
2 weeks implantation. The sheets were gradually biodegraded for 2 
weeks.
Conclusions: The biodegradable injectable sheet consisted of 
cross-linked gelatin/chitosan formulation was developed. The sheets 
could be injected through a conventional syringe needle into water 
to recover its original shape, and was capable of sustained release of 
protein type drugs. It therefore provides the possibility of minimally 
invasive transplantation into episclera space, and could provide better 
therapeutic outcomes and reduce possible side effects.
Commercial Relationships: Nobuhiro Nagai, None; 
Zhaleh K. Nezhad, None; Saaya Saijo, None; Hirokazu Kaji, 
None; Matsuhiko Nishizawa, None; Toru Nakazawa, None; 
Toshiaki Abe, None
Support: Basic Science and Platform Technology Program for 
Innovative Biological Medicine, Japan and JSPS KAKENHI Grant 
Number 15H03015, Japan
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BOVINE VITREOUS AND HYALOID HYDRAULIC 
PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENT
Anita N. Penkova, Satwindar S. Sadhal. Aerospace & Mechanical 
Engineering, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA.
Purpose: The aim of this experiment is to measure the hydraulic 
permeability of water through the bovine vitreous humor and hyaloid 
membrane using a diffusion chamber.
Methods: A plexiglass diffusion chamber similar to the Ussing 
chamber was specially fabricated to hold the entire bovine vitreous 
humor. The insert in this case was a 3 cm thick plexiglass block with 
a 24 mm circular hole to hold the vitreous. The vitreous humor was 
extracted from fresh bovine eyes (source: Manning Beef, Pico Rivera, 
CA) with the hyaloid membrane intact, and carefully placed in the 
insert and held in place with 100 micron filters to cover each side of 
the hole. The system was then assembled using O-ring seals and held 
in an Ussing chamber rack. Water (0.9% saline solution) was fed into 
the left chamber under gravitational pressure (120 cm pressure head), 
all bubbles in the system were cleared. The water that crossed the 
vitreous to the other side was collected after 17 hours.
Results: In this preliminary experiment 34 ml of water was collected. 
With the vitreous in a cylindrical chamber of cross-section area of 
13.57 cm2 and horizontal travel path of 3 cm, under a pressure of 
120 cm of water, the hydraulic permeability was found to be 3.1 X 
10-8 cm2/Pa-s. This is somewhat comparable to the result of Fatt [1] 
(9 ± 3 X 10-8 cm2/Pa-s) but quite a bit lower than Xu et al [2] who 
found (8.4 ± 4.5 X 10-7 cm2/Pa-s). More data are needed for accurate 
measurement. Besides, we have kept the hyaloid membrane intact 
which quite possibly offers more resistance. Taking the result of 
Xu et al as valid, we can carry out a resistance based calculation, 
subtract the vitreous-only resistance and end up with the resistance 
of the hyaloid on the two sides of the cell. This yields the hyaloid 
permeability as 2.17 X 10-8 cm/Pa-s.
Conclusions: We have devised a system that measures the net 
permeability across the vitreous humor with the hyaloid membrane 
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intact. While the data on the vitreous hydraulic permeability are 
not abundant, we can utilize the available results, combine with the 
current work and obtain the hyaloid membrane permeability.
References:
[1] I. Fatt and B. Hedbys, “Flow of water in the sclera,” Exp. Eye 
Res., vol. 10, p. 243–249, 1970.
[2] J. Xu, J. J. Heys, V. H. Baroccas and T. W. Randolph, 
“Permeability and Diffusion in Vitreous Humor: Implications for 
Drug Delivery,” Pharmaceutical Research, vol. 17, no. 6, pp. 664-
669, 2000.
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Effects of intravitreal administration of baicalein on intraocular 
pressure and retinal thickness in Sprague-Dawley rats
Hoi Lam Li1, Ashim Dey1, Shasha Yu2, Sze Wan Shan1, W 
Daniel Stamer3, Henry H. Chan1, Chi-ho To1, Kin Chiu2, Chi-wai Do1. 
1School of Optometry, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 2Laboratory of Retina Brain Research, 
Department of Ophthalmology, The University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong; 3Department of Ophthalmology, Duke University 
School of Medicine, Durham, NC.

Purpose: Baicalein (5,6,7-trihydroxyflavone) is a natural flavone 
extracted from the roots of Scutellaria baicalensis. We have 
previously demonstrated that topical administration of 10mM 
baicalein causes a transient (up to 6 hours) intraocular pressure 
(IOP) reduction by 1.5±0.3 and 2.2±0.4 mmHg under daytime and 
nighttime, respectively, in rodents. In this study, we investigated 
whether intravitreal administration of baicalein altered the ocular 
hypotensive responses and retinal thickness in Sprague-Dawley (SD) 
rats.
Methods: Thirty-six adult male SD rats were used. They were kept at 
room temperature with 12-hour light/dark cycles. 2µL of baicalein (at 
7.5, 75 or 750µM) or phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was injected 
intravitreally to the experimental eye while the fellow untreated eye 
was used as control. IOP was measured by rebound tonometry under 
awake condition for 9 days after treatment. Comparisons were made 
between the drug-injected eye and the contralateral untreated eye 
of the same animal. The retinal thickness was measured by spectral 
domain optical coherence tomography.
Results: In the first experiment, intravitreal administration of 2µL 
baicalein at 7.5, 75 or 750µM had no effects on retinal thickness 
9 days after injection (n=6 in each group, p>0.05). Likewise, no 
significant changes in IOP were observed at 3-, 6- and 9-day after 
drug treatment (n=6, p>0.05). At 750µM, baicalein lowered the IOP 
by 2.8±1.2 mmHg after 3 days, and that was equivalent to 17% IOP 
reduction compared with the fellow untreated eye. In the second 
experiment, IOP was monitored once every 12 hours for 3 days after 
a single intravitreal injection of either 750µM baicalein or PBS. A 
significant IOP reduction was detected up to 60 hours after baicalein 
treatment. The maximum IOP-lowering effects were 2.4±0.5 and 
9.3±1.2 mmHg under daytime and nighttime, respectively. These 
ocular hypotensive responses were equivalent to 24% and 48% 
reduction over the daytime and nighttime IOP values in the untreated 
eye.
Conclusions: Intravitreal injection of baicalein triggered a sustained 
IOP reduction for 2-3 days. The IOP-lowering effect was more 
pronounced during nighttime than daytime, contributing to a reduced 
diurnal IOP variation after baicalein treatment. No changes in retinal 
thickness after drug treatment suggested the absence of retinal 
toxicity caused by baicalein.
Commercial Relationships: Hoi Lam Li; Ashim Dey, None; 
Shasha Yu, None; Sze Wan Shan, None; W Daniel Stamer, None; 
Henry H. Chan, None; Chi-ho To, None; Kin Chiu, None; Chi-
wai Do, None
Support: General Research Fund (5607/12M) and PolyU Internal 
Grants (G-SB26, G-UAAE, G-UB83, G-YBHJ); Henry G Leong 
Professorship in Elderly Vision Health; PolyU- GYBBU
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Sustained topical delivery of very low-dose atropine avoids the 
periodic excessive pupil dilation, light sensitivity and blur of drop 
therapy
Charles D. Leahy, Edward J. Ellis, Jeanne Ellis. Amorphex 
Therapeutics LLC, Andover, MA.
Purpose: Atropine drops have been used in the treatment of myopia 
progression. The most effective concentrations cause excessive, fixed 
pupillary dilation, photophobia, near vision blur and possible toxic 
light levels to the retina, presenting obstacles to this treatment. We 
explored whether sustained, micro quantities of atropine could be 
released from a topical matrix device, as evidenced by continuous but 
modest pupil dilation, with preserved pupil functioning and minimal 
light sensitivity and visual blur.
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Methods: Preliminary experiments indicated trial of a hundred-fold 
decrease in concentration from that which caused a typical clinical 
drop result of a fixed dilated pupil lasting over a week. The subject, 
CL, inserted one device in the left eye and wore it continuously for 
over 60 days. The other eye functioned as the untreated control. Pupil 
measurements were taken a least daily using a Jaeger Nearpoint 
Vision Card’s pupil gauge. Lighting conditions were varied to 
confirm the treated pupil’s constriction and dilation function.
Results: For the entire time that the device was worn, the treated 
eye had a clinically detectable larger pupil compared to the eye 
with no treatment for all measurements (avg 1.50 mm through 60 
days, p<<.001, paired t-test). The 0.05% dose did not fix and dilate 
the pupil at any time during treatment. After moderate blur and 
mild glare the first evening of treatment only, there were no visual 
symptoms of light sensitivity or blur throughout the study.
Conclusions: The study established intraocular continuous very low 
dose atropine delivery, as demonstrated by an increased pupil size vs. 

the control eye at every measurement over 60 days. Dosing remained 
low enough to continuously prevent symptoms of blur and light 
sensitivity. That the pupil remained reactive to changes in ambient 
light, rather than fixed and dilated as with standard atropine eye drop 
dosing, we believe contributes to the comfort of such treatment. Any 
cycloplegic effect, while not detected in this patient, needs to be 
further investigated in the young myopic population. If confirmed by 
prospective clinical trials, these findings would offer novel treatments 
for myopia progression.
Commercial Relationships: Charles D. Leahy, Amorphex 
Therapeutics LLC (I), Amorphex Therapeutics LLC (E), Amorphex 
Therapeutics LLC 20160338947 (P); Edward J. Ellis, Amorphex 
Therapeutics LLC (I), Amorphex Therapeutics LLC (E), Amorphex 
Therapeutics LLC 20160338947 (P); Jeanne Ellis, Amorphex 
Therapeutics LLC (I), 20160338947 (E)


